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Deep reinforcement learning is one kind of machine learning algorithms which uses the maximum cumulative reward to learn the
optimal strategy. The difficulty is how to ensure the fast convergence of the model and generate a large number of sample data to
promote the model optimization. Using the deep reinforcement learning framework of the AlphaZero algorithm, the deployment
problem of wireless nodes in wireless ad hoc networks is equivalent to the game of Go. A deployment model of mobile nodes in
wireless ad hoc networks based on the AlphaZero algorithm is designed. Because the application scenario of wireless ad hoc
network does not have the characteristics of chessboard symmetry and invariability, it cannot expand the data sample set by
rotating and changing the chessboard orientation. The strategy of dynamic updating learning rate and the method of selecting
the latest model to generate sample data are used to solve the problem of fast model convergence.

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of artificial intelligence tech-
nology, intelligence has become an important direction of
the development of various application fields, and machine
learning has made significant progress in many fields,
especially the success of AlphaGo and AlphaZero technology
in Go human-computer game, making machine learning
method to solve traditional problems become a new way [1].

Wireless ad hoc network is to build the communica-
tion network coverage within the application scenario area
according to the communication support requirements of
users and application scenarios and provide users with ran-
dom access communication channels. The main work is to
reasonably select the deployment location of mobile nodes
and the connection relationship between mobile nodes [2].
Therefore, the deployment process of wireless ad hoc mobile
nodes can be analogized to the game playing process of both
sides of Go game, mobile game. The nodes and users can be

regarded as the black and white pieces of Go, and the grid
terrain area in the application scene can be regarded as the
board of Go. On this basis, we explore the application of
machine learning in wireless ad hoc network and build a
deep reinforcement learning model of wireless ad hoc net-
work based on the AlphaZero algorithm, so as to realize
the intelligent deployment of mobile node location. The
key and difficulty of the method are to generate a large num-
ber of high-quality sample data through the continuous self-
play of the model. In the formal scenario application, the
best deployment probability of mobile nodes can be pre-
dicted by sampling the sample data for supervised learning.
The important foundation of machine learning comes from
the sample data. Compared with the sample collection of
chess game data, the data accumulation of wireless ad hoc
network and other application fields is less, and the amount
of data available is limited. After the model algorithm is
built, the focus is how to generate a large number of high-
quality and type rich data samples through the model of
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self-play to guide the model optimization and realize the best
prediction of the deployment location and networking of
mobile nodes in practical application.

2. Analysis of Traditional Algorithm Model

At present, for small and typical wireless ad hoc networks, it
can be realized by mature network topology automatic plan-
ning technology; for large and heterogeneous mesh networks
and wireless ad hoc networks under special application sce-
narios, it mainly uses network planning tool software to carry
out static planning in advance and dynamically fine tune and
optimize the adaptation in practical application.

2.1. Review of Traditional Algorithms. At present, the algo-
rithm model of multiobjective heterogeneous wireless net-
work mainly abstracts the connection relationship between
mobile nodes and nodes into points and lines. Based on
graph theory, it simulates, analyzes, and optimizes by setting
approximate assumptions and constraints and designing var-
ious channel models, traffic models, wireless models, and link
models. It mainly includes 4 categories: (a) Optimize design
algorithms around network hierarchical structure, topologi-
cal structure, etc., and design and improve algorithms for dif-
ferent types of network structures such as mesh, tree, and
star. For example, for the problem of dense and dense net-
work structures, a K-means-based algorithm is the proposed
random graph topology generation algorithm and hierarchi-
cal structure topology generation algorithm; for the construc-
tion of wireless sensor network plane topology structure, a
network topology optimization algorithm based on a Voro-
noi diagram is proposed; for multihop packet wireless net-
work structure, the shortest route tree table based on node
switching is adopted. The method updates and optimizes
the network topology. Aiming at the problem of network
structure loss, taking the node degree and connectivity as
constraints proposes a hierarchical network topology plan-
ning algorithm. In addition, it also focuses on network node
mobility and network connectivity, links one or more indica-
tors such as reliability and network capacity, sets approximate
assumptions and constraints, and analyzes and studies the
network topology by constructing various channel models,
traffic models, mobility models, and link models. Typical
algorithms include the Minimum Spanning Tree Algorithm
(MST), Shortest Path Algorithm (SPT), Delaunay Triangula-
tion Algorithm (DT), and Voronoi Diagram Algorithm [3,
4]. (b) Construct a multiobjective optimization function that
focuses on multiobjective optimization combination algo-
rithms that focus on user communication requirements, net-
work coverage, deployment costs, network service quality,
and other specific communication requirements. For exam-
ple, around network connectivity, network fault tolerance,
network throughput, and other index requirements, respec-
tively, construct a wireless mesh network topology control
model based on the conflict domain; around the wireless
mesh backbone network topology throughput, propose a
minimum spanning tree and conflict load joint topology con-
trol algorithm; propose a network topology planning method
based on probability statistics based on indicators such as

network coverage and network connectivity; based on
network index systems and weights, propose a network
topology planning method based on performance and effec-
tiveness evaluation [5]. (c) Optimize artificial intelligence
methods and strategies, focusing on solving multiobjective
heterogeneous wireless network planning problems to build
algorithm models, mainly including optimized search space
algorithms, random search algorithms, intelligent algorithms,
and improvements and combination algorithms based on
the above algorithmmodels. For example, based on the heuris-
tic search algorithm model, the network nodes and links are
designed with the goals of optimizing the path loss in the wire-
less link and optimizing node deployment; abstract the node
deployment problem in the network topology as the K center
point problem in geometric mathematics. Optimize the links
between nodes by constructing an improved particle swarm
algorithm model; optimize network connectivity and network
coverage by constructing simulated annealing algorithm
models and genetic algorithm models; optimize wireless mesh
network nodes by constructing an ant colony algorithm
model. Optimize deployment; use the tabu search algorithm
model to design a global optimization combination strategy
and taboo table for the deployment of wireless mesh network
nodes to achieve the global optimization of the network topol-
ogy. Through a greedy algorithm, simulated annealing algo-
rithm, tabu table algorithm, heuristic search algorithm, ant
colony algorithm, particle swarm optimization algorithm,
genetic algorithm, etc., there is intelligent algorithm optimiza-
tion, improvement, and reorganization [6]. (d) Draw lessons
from the concepts of complex networks, super networks,
and fields in physics, and explore and study cross-domain
cross-combination algorithms around the importance of net-
work nodes and edges, information, and interaction between
nodes. For example, the concepts of field and hypergraph in
physics are introduced into complex networks and hypernet-
works, and the network topology is optimized through the
process of information interaction between nodes. In addi-
tion, in the application of artificial intelligence methods, it
is proposed to use deep learning to intelligently plan wireless
ad hoc network topology [7, 8].

2.2. Shortage of Traditional Algorithm. The static preplan-
ning method is often used to optimize the topology design
algorithm. The model is set for the fixed scene; the index
system is greatly constrained by the conditions and cannot
be adjusted flexibly and dynamically according to the scene
changes effectively. (a) The accuracy of the network cannot
be quantitatively evaluated, especially for large-scale network
applications. The dynamic adjustment adaptability of the
model is not enough, and the planning time is too long. Based
on the multiobjective combination modeling method,
restricted by the constraints, it can only be implemented
according to different communication means or groups.
The number of indicators that can be concerned is limited,
and it cannot give full consideration to all indicator systems.
(b) The accuracy of networking cannot be quantitatively
evaluated. In the index optimization decision-making, it is
easy to lose one or the other, and the universality is not high.
Based on genetic algorithm, artificial bee colony algorithm,
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particle swarm algorithm, and other artificial intelligence net-
work topology optimization algorithms are mostly aimed at
the convergence speed, accuracy, and robustness of the model,
which are commonly used in simulation analysis and verifica-
tion, and the real transformation application is still relatively
small. (c) The research of network topology based on complex
network theory cannot fully solve the problem of multinet-
work interaction in wireless ad hoc networks and cannot fully
represent the characteristics of network structure and effec-
tively reflect the function of node type.

3. Model of Algorithm

Based on the analogy between wireless ad hoc network and
board games such as Go [9, 10], and referring to the Alpha-
Zero algorithm framework, a deep reinforcement learning
algorithm for wireless ad hoc network in typical application
scenarios with full visibility is constructed [11].

3.1. Algorithm Principle. According to the principle of the
AlphaZero algorithm [12], a deep neural network model
ðp, vÞ = f θðsÞ with parameters θ and the evaluation index sys-
tem of network system effect are constructed z ∈ f−1, 1g.
Taking the user location and the location state distribution
of mobile nodes as the input s, the deployment location prob-
ability p of mobile nodes and the evaluation v of network sys-
tem effect of wireless ad hoc network are output. As shown in
formula (1), MCTS search is used for heuristic search and
optimization through the interaction of neural network and
MCTS: on the one hand, MCTS is guided to perform heuris-
tic search according to the maximum deployment location
probability predicted by a neural network; on the other hand,
the maximum location probability predicted by MCTS
search reacts on the weight update of neural network and
forecasts the current again [13]. The next best deployment
location of mobile nodes in grid map is to maximize the sim-
ilarity between the prediction probability of optional location
neural network and the search probability of MCTS and to
minimize the difference between the network deployment
effect vt and the deployment success zt [14].

l = z − vð Þ2 − π2 log p + c θk k2: ð1Þ

Specifically, according to formula (2), the gradient
descent method is used to update the parameters θ of the
neural network in every t iterations. According to formula
(3), the weights of the neural network are updated and the
sample data set is optimized ðs, p, vÞ. In the formal deploy-
ment, the weights of the neural network are optimized by
the sample set to guide the prediction of the maximum
location probability of mobile nodes, and the wireless ad
hoc network with high quality and satisfying requirements
is gradually generated. Figure 1 is shown the mathematical
model of deploying mobile nodes.

Δρ∝
∂vθ sð Þ
∂θ

z − vθ sð Þð Þ, ð2Þ

Δθ∝
∂ log pρ at ∣ stð Þ

∂θ
zt: ð3Þ

3.2. Structure of the Algorithm’s Model. The deep reinforce-
ment learning model focuses on designing from key submo-
dels such as input object feature extraction, heuristic search
“exploration-balance” mechanism, and reinforcement learn-
ing iterative feedback mechanism. On this basis, clarify the
model training process to ensure the effective integration
of various functional modules and the smooth flow of the
algorithm process.

3.2.1. Input. Compared with the neural network structure in
the AlphaZero algorithm, the neural network structure of the
wireless ad hoc network model under the condition of full
visibility takes the binary feature plane as the input, where
the optional position is represented by 0, and the nonop-
tional position or occupied position is represented by 1.
The number of planes is reduced to 3: the first plane repre-
sents the current position of the user, the second plane is
the current deployed position of the mobile node, and the
third plane is the constraint condition.

3.2.2. Neural Network Structure. Due to the board space of
Go 19 × 19, the number of layers of AlphaZero’s neural net-
work reaches 40~80. Considering the computing power of a
personal computer, the structure of neural network in this
study is simplified compared with that in the Go algorithm.
As shown in Figure 2, the neural network is designed as
5~6 layers, and the structure is basically the same as that of
the AlphaZero algorithm.

3.2.3. Output. There are two output terminals: the value out-
put terminal generates the maximum probability of mobile
node deployment location through Softmax function, and
the policy output terminal generates the evaluation value p
of wireless ad hoc network effect through Tanh function v.

3.2.4. Model Convergence Mechanism. The function loss
entropy maximizes the similarity between the deployment
location probability p of the communication guarantee unit
and the output probability π in the MCTS and minimizes
the difference between the expected value v of the neural net-
work in the successful network topology planning and the
MCTS evaluation value. The specific method is as follows:
(a) In the process of continuous trial and error and interaction
in reinforcement learning, the optimal choice of the deploy-
ment position of the communication guarantee unit is opti-
mized to obtain the largest cumulative reward. (b) Generate
the maximum probability π of the deployment location of
the communication guarantee unit and the evaluation value
z of the network topology planning through theMCTS heuris-
tic search algorithm, and act on the neural network to update
the parameters. (c) Use the predicted maximum probability p
generated by the neural network to guide the MCTS to select
the location of the communication guarantee unit with the
highest probability for deployment and to collect sample data
for the network topology planning scheme that meets the
conditions. (d) Construct a sample database based on MCTS
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sample data, and update the neural network parameters θ
through iterative training of sample data.

3.3. Network Effect Evaluation System. The evaluation of Go
and other chess is a zero-sum game of win or lose. The eval-
uation standard of wireless ad hoc network construction not
only includes whether the network construction is successful
or not but also involves the construction effect. It is necessary
to turn the non-zero-sum game evaluation system constraint
into a zero-sum game. As a preliminary exploration of intel-
ligent wireless ad hoc network, this study only takes whether
the network system can meet the minimum communication
of users in the application scenario as the evaluation stan-
dard, that is, the communication distance of mobile node
workshop must meet Dmin ≤ dij ≤Dmax, among which are
the minimum communication distance Dmin and the maxi-
mum communication Dmax distance that can ensure the
communication quality and efficiency of wireless node work-
shop. For redundant channels, deployment costs, and so on,
conditions can be set [15].

4. Analysis of Difficulties in Self-Play Training

The key point of self-play is to update the weights of neural
network and generate the optimal data through continuous

iteration. The key and difficult problems in the process of
model training and optimization mainly include three
aspects: first, how to optimize the model weight to ensure
that the model can converge quickly and achieve effective
solution; second, how to ensure that the model can be
updated and optimized continuously and prevent overfitting
in the process of model optimization; third, how to ensure
that a large number of data samples with good quality and
various types can be collected [16].

Considering the computing power of a personal com-
puter, the analytic test method of difficult problems in this
study is based on the size of 16 × 16 grid space, and the num-
ber of model self-play is set to 1500.

4.1. Parameter Optimization Strategy of Neural Network
Based on Dynamic Learning Rate Updating

4.1.1. Setting Learning Rate. In the AlphaZero algorithm, the
weight of neural network is updated by the method of ran-
dom gradient descent in the process of self-play, so that the
weight of the model is updated continuously and robust.
The learning rate in the random gradient descent directly
determines the performance of the model algorithm: the set-
ting of the learning rate is too small, which is easy to cause the
model to fall into the local minimum value and affect the
convergence speed of the model, resulting in the overfitting
phenomenon of the model; the setting of the learning rate
is too large, which is easy to cause the model to oscillate near
the extreme value, which makes the model unable to con-
verge. Therefore, choosing the appropriate learning rate is
the key to ensure the weight optimization and convergence
of wireless ad hoc networks.

4.1.2. Method of Update Learning Rate. Learning rate updat-
ing methods mainly include the step-by-step reduction
method, exponential decay method, and reciprocal decay
method. The three methods have specific application scenar-
ios in the field of machine learning [17]. The setting of learn-
ing rate of the AlphaZero algorithm adopts the step-by-step
reduction method and sets the learning rate step by step
according to the increase of training times [1]. Because the
number of layers and structure of the neural network in this
study is less than that of Go, the method of setting learning
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Figure 1: The mathematical model of deploying mobile nodes.
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rate by the AlphaZero algorithm cannot be fully applied in
the algorithm model of wireless ad hoc network. Through
observation in the first 24 hours of the pretest phase, it is
found that the model training has no effective results, and
the model convergence is slow. On the basis of adopting the
gradual reduction method and setting the initial learning rate
to 0.005, increase the weighted value, and set the conditions
for changing the weighted value to dynamically adjust the
learning rate, as shown in Figure 3.

4.1.3. Method of Model Update. As the Go is a game between
black and white chess players, the method to test the weight
update of the model neural network is to generate a player
according to the current latest model and the historical
model, respectively, and judge the outcome of the game
between the two parties. If the current latest model wins,
the judgment model is updated; otherwise, the judgment
model is not updated [17]. However, in wireless ad hoc net-
works, due to the lack of symmetry between mobile nodes
and users, the above-mentioned Go evaluation method can-
not be used to determine whether the model is updated. In
this study, we consider designing an independent MCTS
model as a third party. The players generated by the indepen-
dent MCTS model do not make any changes except to
increase the search depth when they fail in the game. After
every 50 sampling training, the players of the model and
independent MCTS model will deploy 10 mobile nodes,
respectively. By comparing the success/failure ratio of the
deployment, we can evaluate whether the model becomes
better. If the success/failure ratio of the current sampling
model is greater than that of the MCTS model, then the cur-
rent model is considered to be better. At the same time, the
number of searching steps of the MCTS model is increased
by 1000. In the next 50 sampling training, the above steps will

be continued for evaluation. As shown in Figure 4, 30 com-
parison results of 1500 local samples in this study can be
judged that the model has been optimized 10 times.

4.2. Sample Data Generation Strategy Based on the
Optimal Model

4.2.1. Sample Data Generation Analysis of the AlphaZero
Algorithm. The model self-play process of wireless ad hoc
network mobile nodes is to generate sample data through
the model and optimize the model according to the data.
The process of model optimization and sample data quality
optimization is complementary and closely related. There-
fore, on the basis of ensuring the convergence of the model
algorithm, ensuring the model optimization can ensure the
gradual improvement of the quality of data samples, focusing
on the generation of data sample selection.

In the Go game, the AlphaGo algorithm and AlphaZero
algorithm adopt two methods to generate sample data: the
historical optimal model and the latest model. The method
of generating sample data from the historical optimal model
needs to add the test procedure of model updating and opti-
mization in the process of model training [18]. For the rein-
forcement learning process of model optimization with the
continuous iterative method, adding the test procedure at
the same time will occupy part of computer resources and
affect computer computing power and computing efficiency.
Using the latest model to generate sample data cannot effec-
tively ensure that the data sample data are generated by the
optimal model [19].

4.2.2. Selection of Sample Data Generation. In this study, the
sample data is generated from the latest model, and the
model optimization inspection cycle is set at the same time.
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After every 50 samplings, the model optimization is judged.
The main considerations are as follows: first, according to
the principle analysis of model update in the AlphaZero algo-
rithm, the latest model is generally not worse than the histor-
ical optimal model, and the quality of sample data generation
is guaranteed. Second, because of the high frequency of
update and change of the latest model, the generated sample

data is relatively independent, which can improve the cover-
age of sample data and improve the diversity of sample data
and the speed of model convergence. The third is to check the
optimization of the model on a regular basis. Instead of com-
paring the current latest model with the current optimal
model every time, it can save training resources and time
cost. Figure 5 shows the optimization of the model.
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4.3. Strategies to Improve the Quality of Sample Data Based
on Heuristic Search

4.3.1. Sample Data Expansion Method. At present, the com-
monly used methods of expanding data set in machine learn-
ing mainly include the following: first, collecting more data
from the data source; second, resampling the data to obtain
more data; third, adopting technical processing to the origi-
nal data, such as adding random noise to expand the data;
fourth, generating new data artificially according to the dis-
tribution of data set, such as the AlphaZero series algorithm.
According to the symmetry and invariability of Go board, the
data sample set is expanded by rotating and changing the
board orientation [1, 20].

4.3.2. Sample Data Expansion Analysis. Compared with the
AlphaZero algorithm, there are two problems in sample data
generation of mobile nodes in wireless ad hoc network: first,
the terrain characteristics of the application scene of wireless
ad hoc network do not have the image and turning character-
istics of Go board, so the number of samples cannot be
expanded through board turning. Second, compared with
the attributes of Go black and white chess pieces, the attri-
butes of mobile nodes and users in wireless ad hoc networks
are different. Therefore, it is not like the game of Go, no mat-
ter whether it is black or white; as long as the current situa-
tion of chess players winning, the sample data can be
collected. The deployment of mobile nodes in wireless ad
hoc networks can only collect the sample data of successful
deployment of current mobile nodes.

Themethod of mobile node deployment in wireless ad hoc
network is to optimize the MTCS search method by adjusting
to maximize the balance of search width and depth. The data
sample collection strategy mainly includes three aspects:

(a) Set the appropriate search depth. The search depth in
the example is designed as 400 steps to ensure the

diversity of deployment location selection of mobile
nodes in the current state

(b) Remove some positions that cannot be deployed at
all, such as water surface, large obstacles, low-lying,
and other positions, and reduce MTCS search space
by eliminating these positions that cannot be
deployed [21]

(c) Adding noise. By adding noise (Dirichlet noise) [22],
expand the search depth, narrow the search scope of
MCTS, solve the problem of depth and breadth bal-
ance in the search process, and improve the balance
of data sample distribution

The mathematical expression of the algorithm is shown
in formula (4). Among them is the deployment location
selection of the communication security unit at stept, and s
is the current input state, is the expected value of successful
network topology planning, is the deployment location selec-
tion probability of the communication security unit, and
selects the current deployment of the communication secu-
rity unit during multiple simulations, the number of times
the location is counted.

a = arg max Q s, að Þ +U s, að Þð Þ,

U s, að Þ∝ p s, að Þ
I +N s, að Þð Þ ,

W s, að Þ =W s, að Þ + v,
N s, að Þ =N s, að Þ + I:

8
>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>:

ð4Þ

Figure 6 shows the implementation process of the
“exploration-utilization” heuristic search principle in the
MCTS in the deep reinforcement learning model of network
topology planning. The combination of MCTS and neural
network is adopted to consider both the current best
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Figure 6: Schematic diagram of the realization process of “exploration-utilization” heuristic search.
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deployment location selection for network topology planning
and consideration, the overall planning result of the network
topology. On the one hand, MCTS is used to simulate and
evaluate the deployment position of the communication
guarantee unit in the next state through multiple iterations.
In the case of successful network topology planning and pre-
diction, the location with the most selected times in the sim-
ulation evaluation is selected for deployment. On the other
hand, MCTS selects the possible deployment locations of
other communication security units in a random probability
manner, so as to explore and expand the possible deployment
locations of communication security units.

5. The Result of Self-Play Training

According to the analysis of the above-mentioned model
training optimization method, the model training optimiza-
tion process is designed to aim at the network adjustment
and reconstruction needs after the network is destroyed and
interfered by the enemy under the condition of complete vis-
ibility. According to the model offline self-training strategy,
whether the model is optimized, converged, and resulted in
model generation, carry out analysis to test whether the over-
all architecture of deep reinforcement learning model con-
struction and training process design is applicable.

5.1. Model Initialization. Deep reinforcement learning model
training and optimization is a complex and time-consuming
process. It is unrealistic for machine learning to directly con-
struct a model training optimization process in a complex
environment, or even completely impossible to achieve.
Due to limited hardware conditions, the model training opti-
mization constructed in this paper adopts typical application
scenarios and appropriately simplifies the depth of the model
to verify the model construction method, training process
design, and model optimization effect.

(a) Apply background settings. Different from the tradi-
tional simulation method, the goal of deep reinforce-
ment learning training is to achieve neural network
parameter tuning. The key is to ensure that the model
can quickly converge through training and to collect
high-quality sample data to improve the fit of the
model function. The test standard is the quality feed-
back of the network topology structure generated by

the model, and the application scenarios should be
selected with the goal of being able to test the func-
tional effects of the model

Since deep reinforcement learning model training and
optimization is a step-by-step iterative optimization process,
considering the model training optimization effect and the
actual network topology planning, deep reinforcement learn-
ing model training optimization is based on the network
topology planning under full visibility conditions as the back-
ground, and the network is defeated by the enemy. The abil-
ity of network topology reconstruction and adjustment in the
case of damage and interference is tested for application sce-
narios. Full visibility conditions refer to the assumptions for
the use of tactical Internet organizations in this article. Spe-
cifically, the terrain environment requires that the terrain
undulates slowly and the terrain fluctuations are within
20M. Microwaves and ultrashort waves can be regarded as
unobstructed, complete visibility propagation and electro-
magnetic. The environment requires transmission loss and
external interference to be within the ideal range, and the
communication distance under different communication
methods is within the maximum communication distance
of the equipment.

(b) Neural network structure setting. According to the
overall consideration of model construction in
Section 2, the optimization of deep reinforcement
learning model training focuses on the effective
implementation of the network topology planning
model function structure and training process and
focuses on the detailed design of input objects, neural
network structure, and output functions

According to the neural network structure framework,
taking into account the model training speed and optimiza-
tion effect, the site selection space of the communication
guarantee unit is not easy to be too large. Table 1 shows the
four grid spaces of 6 × 6, 8 × 8, 10 × 10, and 16 × 16. In the
design of the neural network structure in the deep reinforce-
ment learning model, in order to improve the efficiency of the
algorithm, the input object image is converted into a binary
feature plane instead.

(c) Evaluation method setting. According to the network
topology evaluation ideas in this paper, the evaluation

Table 1: The structure of deep reinforcement learning neural network under different grid sizes.

Structure 6 × 6 grid 8 × 8 grid 10 × 10 grid 16 × 16 grid
Input layer (6,6,3) (8,8,3) (10,10,3) (16,16,3)

Convolutional layer 1 (6,6,32) (8,8,32) (10,10,32) (16,16,32)

Convolutional layer 2 (6,6,64) (8,8,64) (10,10,64) (16,16,64)

Convolutional layer 3 (6,6,128) (8,8,128) (10,10,128) (16,16,128)

Convolutional layer 4 (6,6,4) (8,8,4) (10,10,4) (16,16,4)

Convolutional layer 5 (6,6,2) (8,8,2) (10,10,2) (16,16,2)

Output layer (36,2) (64,2) (100,2) (256,2)
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method in the model training optimization is con-
structed according to three aspects: the connection
relationship between network nodes, redundant
links, and the connectivity of the whole network

Construction of the connection relationship between
node pairs: in each step of the position layout of the commu-
nication guarantee unit, the shortest path is calculated
according to the Dijkstra algorithm to determine whether
the communication distance constraint is satisfied to deter-
mine the connectivity between the node pairs.

Whole network connectivity evaluation: according to the
communication distance constraint between the communi-
cation guarantee units, under the action of the heuristic
search algorithm, the connection relationship that does not
meet the distance constraint is first removed and then judged
according to whether the whole network constitutes a con-
nected graph method.

Redundant link construction: on the basis of judging the
connectivity of the entire network, the Prim algorithm is
used to generate the minimum spanning tree of the net-
work, and the number of edges between the minimum
spanning tree and the connected graph of the entire net-
work is judged.

5.2. Condition Setting

(a) Software and hardware support: CPU 2.3GH,
Ubuntu16.04 operating system, Python 2.7 version,
development and design program based on the deep
reinforcement learning technology framework in
AlphaZero

(b) Grid size setting: the network deep reinforcement
learning model is trained under four grid spaces of
6 × 6, 8 × 8, 10 × 10, and 16 × 16. The number of
training samples is 1000, and the number of simula-
tions per step of MCTS is set to 400 times

(c) Communication distance constraint setting: in the
case of 6 × 6 grids, the effective communication dis-
tance between type 1 users and type 2 users is 1 grid
(the distance between type 1 users in this area is
already within 1 to 4 grids. In the grid, communica-
tion can be achieved). In the case of 8 × 8, 10 × 10,
and 16 × 16 grids, the effective communication dis-
tance between type 1 users and type 2 users is 1 to 2
grids, and it is effective between type 1 users. The
communication distance is 1 to 4 grids

(d) Learning rate setting: through the adjustment results
of the learning rate update method such as the gradual
decrease method, exponential decay method, and
reciprocal decay method adopted in the machine
learning in the previous work, the gradual decrease
method is selected as the learning rate for model train-
ing optimization. The initial learning rate is set to
0.005, and the weighting value change condition is
set to realize the dynamic change of the learning rate

5.3. Model Training Optimization Analysis. Model training
optimization analysis is carried out in two dimensions, hori-
zontal and vertical, horizontal analysis of model parameters
and performance changes under the same grid size, and lon-
gitudinal analysis of model performance parameter changes
under different grid sizes.

Begin

MCTS heuristic search

Forecast deploying
CNVs

Judging the value of
network structure

Collecting sample data

Yes

Update
neural

network
weights

Update

No

End

Judging the max
number of training

Yes

No

Figure 7: The deep reinforcement learning model training process in network topology planning.
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According to the analysis of the model training process, it
takes about 24 hours, 60 hours, 72 hours, and 310 hours to
complete the training in the four grid sizes of 6 × 6, 8 × 8,
10 × 10, and 16 × 16. It is not difficult to see that as the grid
size increases, the time cost of model training optimization
increases significantly.

5.3.1. Construction of Training Process. The network topol-
ogy planning model training optimization based on deep
reinforcement learning requires predesigning the connection
relationship between the output and the input of each sub-
module and the flow relationship between the submodules.
Figure 7 is a model training process design based on deep
reinforcement learning network topology planning.

(a) Neural network model process: perceive input objects
through a shared neural network and perform feature
extraction. According to the sample data collected by
the heuristic search algorithm, the value network and
policy network weights are tuned, and the estimated
value of the best deployment location of the commu-

nication guarantee unit and the network topology
structure in the current state is predicted

(b) Heuristic search process: starting from scratch, ran-
domly deploy communication guarantee units in
the grid of the optional rasterized topographic map
through heuristic search, and collect every step of
the plan when a network topology planning scheme
that meets the conditions appears, the deployment
location of the communication security unit. Sample
the collected plan sample data and input it into the
neural network, and update the neural network
weights and update the optimization model after
reinforcement learning iterative training

(c) Reinforcement learning iterative feedback mecha-
nism: use the function loss entropy method to update
the selection probability of the deployment location
of the communication guarantee unit, and maximize
the similarity between the network topology evalua-
tion of the heuristic search algorithm and the value
network output value. Within the constraints of the
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Figure 8: The changes of objective function in deep reinforcement learning model training.
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maximum number of training times, the heuristic
search algorithm process and the neural network
model process are continuously repeated to ensure
that the results of the strategy network and value net-
work are gradually close to the expected value

Through the nesting and looping of the above submo-
dules, the weights of the neural network are updated and iter-
ated step by step, so as to continuously improve the accuracy
and scientificity of the neural network function fit and pre-
diction results.

5.3.2. Model Training. The change of model loss function
reflects the construction effect of reinforcement learning iter-
ative feedback mechanism. The change of loss function and
cross-entropy reflects the interaction of neural network and
heuristic search algorithm. The change of model optimiza-
tion convergence can be seen through the change of loss
function and cross-entropy. Figure 8 shows the changes in
the model loss function and the cross-entropy in the strategy
network in the four grid sizes in the case of 1000 training
samples. The specific analysis is as follows.

Overall analysis: under the four grid sizes, although the
loss function and strategy network cross-entropy fluctuate
in sample training batches, the overall trend of change is
gradually decreasing. It shows that the model training pro-
cess is designed reasonably and the method is feasible.

Loss function analysis: in 6 × 6, 8 × 8, and 10 × 10 grid
sizes, after model sampling training is 500 times, 700 times,
and 800 times, the loss function basically remains at about
2.0, 2.4, and 2.5., which shows that the basic training of the
model is completed under the above three grid sizes. How-
ever, after the model has been sampled and trained 1000
times under the 16 × 16 grid size, the loss function still con-
tinues to change and has not stabilized. It can be judged that
the model can converge quickly and show a trend of gradual
improvement under small grid sizes; as the number of grids
increases, model convergence and parameter tuning take lon-
ger, and the training effect is not obvious.

Strategy function cross-entropy analysis: the strategy func-
tion cross-entropy directly reflects the difference between the
actual probability and the expected probability in the training
of the communication guarantee unit. Similar to the change
of the loss function, the cross-entropy of the function
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gradually decreases and tends to stabilize under the first three
grid sizes, indicating that as the sample sampling batch
increases, the neural network predicts the probability of the
deployment location of the communication guarantee unit
from random. Approximately equal-probability gradually
showed a trend of uneven distribution step by step, and the
result prediction gradually showed a trend, indicating that
the model gradually tends to converge, and the design of
the interaction mechanism between neural network and heu-
ristic search in network topology planning is feasible.

5.3.3. Design Aspects of Evaluation Indicators and Evaluation
Methods. In this study, we adopted the method of regularly
testing the effect of model network topology planning. The
effect of model network topology planning was analyzed
every 20 training sample batches. Analyze and evaluate the
effect of network topology planning to test the effectiveness
of the proposed evaluation method. Figure 9 shows that the
model is tested for 20 network topology planning results after
every 20 sampling training during the model training pro-
cess. The specific analysis is as follows.

Evaluation index analysis: the network topology planning
results under the four grid sizes meet the average network
connectivity times of 17/20, 12/20, 10/20, and 6/20. It shows
that the model can train the optimization model through the
whole network connectivity index and realizes the improve-
ment of the prediction accuracy probability of the communi-
cation guarantee unit site selection. It shows that the index
decomposition method is adopted and the method of using
the whole network connectivity index as the model evalua-
tion index is feasible.

Evaluation method analysis: the effect of the evaluation
method in machine learning cannot be directly observed,
but the horizontal comparison and analysis of the network
topology planning results under the four grid sizes show that
the evaluation method is basically feasible and available. At
the same time, as the number of grids increases, the number
of times that the network topology planning result meets full
connectivity gradually decreases, which indicates that the
efficiency of constructing the connectivity relationship
between node pairs in the evaluation method increases.
When the model has a large solution space, the realization
of the function requires further improvement methods.

6. Conclusion

Compared with traditional planning methods, the AI deep
learning method does not solidify knowledge in an algorithm
model but achieves the abstraction and understanding of
knowledge through self-learning, reduces the interference of
human factors, and improves scientificity. The application
of artificial intelligence technology is based on large-scale
sample data. In this study, by migrating the AlphaZero algo-
rithm framework, a new mobile node deployment algorithm
model under the condition of complete intervisibility is con-
structed as the specific practice exploration of artificial intel-
ligence in the typical application of mobile wireless ad hoc
network. The difficulty and key work are how to generate
rich and comprehensive sample data through self-play, so

the design of the self-play process is the core and founda-
tion. Referring to the main methods of the AlphaZero algo-
rithm and comparing the different points in the mapping
between Go and wireless ad hoc network, this study solves
the difficult problems that affect the training sample data
generation, such as model optimization, data collection,
and model convergence, realizes the migration application
of AlphaZero technology in wireless ad hoc network under
the condition of full visibility, and provides the next step
for the model exploration and application in complex ter-
rain. The basis of the research is given.
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